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a b s t r a c t

We present several independent in-situ measurements, which provide evidence that charged dust in the

E-ring interacts collectively with the dense surrounding plasma disk of Saturn, i.e., form a system of

dust-plasma interaction. The results are based on data sampled by the Radio and Plasma Wave Science

(RPWS) investigation onboard Cassini, which allows for interferometry of plasma density inhomogene-

ities (dn/n) with two antenna elements and a Langmuir probe sensor. The interferometer experiment

detects two ion populations; one co-rotating with the planetary magnetic field and another moving

with near Keplerian speed around Saturn. The full range of RPWS measurements indicates that the

Keplerian population consists of colder ions (Tiofew eV), which would interact with the electrical

potential cavities associated with the few volts negatively charged E-ring water-rich dust grains. The

presence of the charged dust inhibits E�B pick-up of freshly ionized particles by the rotating magnetic

field of Saturn, since the local potential gradients near the dust grains are stronger than the large-scale

co-rotation electric field. Even so, most ions are eventually energised to energies above the dust

potentials of a few volts and become part of a hotter co-rotating ion population. The observed results

have direct relevance to the interactions occurring in planet forming accretion disks around young stars,

since the physical environment is similar.

& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The giant planet Saturn and its magnetic field rotate with a
period of about 10.7 h, which can be inferred from radio
measurements (Gurnett et al., 2004; and references therein).
The inner magnetosphere consists of a dense (o200 cm�3) and
cold (TeE0.5–8 eV; Tio100 eV) plasma in the shape of a disk
(e.g., Moncuquet et al., 2005; Persoon et al., 2005; Wahlund et al.,
2005; Sittler et al., 2006; Gustafsson and Wahlund, 2009), which
extends to a denser equatorial region in the outer magnetosphere
(Morooka et al., 2009). Plasma in this magnetosphere is mostly
‘‘frozen into’’ the magnetic field and therefore tends to be picked-
up and co-rotate with this field (and the planet) by the action of
an induced co-rotation electric field (Erot ¼ �vrot�B). The rota-
tion speed of the plasma therefore increases with the distance
from Saturn (tending to approach vrot ¼ X� r), as indeed can be
ll rights reserved.

+46 18 4715905.
observed by the CAPS ion spectrometer (e.g., Young et al., 2005;
Sittler et al., 2006). Therefore, it was a surprise that RPWS
Langmuir probe (LP) results indicated ion drift speeds signifi-
cantly lower than co-rotation in the inner (o6 RS, Saturn radii)
near equatorial magnetosphere (Wahlund et al., 2005), and
seemed to contradict the CAPS results. Modulations of the rotation
period of Saturn’s plasma disk (Gurnett et al., 2007) and the outer
magnetospheric plasma (Morooka et al., 2009) are also clearly
detected, suggesting that a yet unknown process cause a long-
itudinal asymmetry and an outflow of plasma from the inner
plasma disk. This modulation process could in principle be
generated by a two-cell convection pattern (Dessler et al., 1981;
Hill et al., 1974), coupled with centrifugally driven outflows (Hill
and Michel, 1976).

Compared to co-rotation, larger debris is instead mostly
affected by the gravitational field of Saturn, and consequently
tend to follow Keplerian orbits around the planet. The speed of
this debris therefore decreases with distance from Saturn
ðv ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
GM=r

p
Þ. The gravitation and the co-rotation forces acting

on such charged particles clearly compete depending on mass,
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charge, electric and magnetic field magnitudes. For the charged
nanometer- and micrometer-sized dust in the E-ring, both forces
may be important as shown by in-situ observations here, and for
the dynamics of stream particles from the E-ring (e.g., Horányi,
2000).

The distribution of dust has been measured in the E-ring by
several investigations (e.g., Kurth et al., 2006; Srama et al., 2006;
Kempf et al., 2008; and references therein), and the E-ring has
been found to extend from 3 to 8 RS near the equatorial plane and
to encompass several icy moons. Theoretical modelling suggests
the E-ring expands even beyond 8 RS (Horányi et al., 2008), and
the Cassini dust experiment (CDA) indicates the rings extent
reaches Titan’s orbit (Srama et al., 2006). Based on data from grain
sizes 41mm, it has been concluded that Enceladus feeds a dust
torus that disperses to form most of the E-ring. Dust densities of
these larger grains are �0.1 m�3 (10�7 cm�3), which is small
compared to plasma densities in the surrounding plasma disk.
However, the dust population follows a rd

�m power law (mE4–5)
(Kempf et al., 2008), where rd is the dust grain radius, and dust
densities therefore rise sharply for smaller dust particles and the
E-ring is by far dominated by sub-mm-sized grains. Stream
particles of nm-sized grains (e.g., Kempf et al., 2005) were
detected during the spacecraft approach to Saturn in interplane-
tary space. These so-called Saturnian stream particles mostly
originate from the E-ring. Recent electron spectrometer (CAPS/
ELS) measurements also indicate that large amounts of nm-sized
grains are ejected from the southern hemisphere exhaust plumes
on Enceladus (Jones et al., 2008), which agrees well with models
of the plume dust distribution (Scmidt et al., 2008).

The charge of the dust in the E-ring has been measured by the
dust experiment (CDA) (Kempf et al., 2006) to be a few volts
negative inside 7 RS (and positive outside the orbit of Rhea). These
potentials correspond rather well with measured Cassini space-
craft potentials in the plasma disk (Wahlund et al., 2005; Sittler et
al., 2006; and shown here). The spacecraft potential of Cassini can
therefore be used as a reasonable proxy for the grain charging,
even considering the difference in chemical properties between
water ice grains and the spacecraft, and their different sizes with
respect to the Debye length (c.f., Section 4).

The dense inner plasma disk surrounding the E-ring can
interact with the charged dust grains near the equatorial plane
through electromagnetic forces as a collective dusty plasma
ensemble where the dynamics are significantly different from
the case when considering the particle populations separately
(e.g., Goertz, 1989; Northrop, 1992; Horányi et al., 2004). Such
ensembles have been observed in the laboratory (e.g., Morfill
et al., 2002) and in the upper atmosphere of Earth (e.g., Havnes et
al., 1996), and are inferred to exist in several space, proto-
planetary and astrophysical environments (e.g., Alfvén, 1984).
Electrostatic coupling of micron-sized dust has also been inferred
in the more visible inner rings of Saturn in the form of ‘‘spokes’’
(Smith et al., 1981, 1982; Hill and Mendis, 1982; Goertz et al.,
1986). The conditions in the plasma disk near the equatorial plane
are such that rd5dg 5lD, where rd, dg and lD are the typical grain
radius, the inter-grain distance and the plasma Debye length,
respectively. In the case where dgolD, the charged dust
participates in the screening process and therefore in the
collective behaviour of the ensemble. In the case where lDodg,
the dusty plasma can be considered as a collection of isolated
screened grains.

In this paper we present data from the Radio and Plasma Wave
Science (RPWS) instruments onboard the Cassini spacecraft when
traversing the inner plasma disk of Saturn, which accurately
determines the plasma conditions and the spacecraft potential,
and detects two types of ion-timescale inhomogeneities in the
plasma with a plasma density (dn/n) interferometer. In addition, a
clear difference in electron and ion densities can be detected
during ring plane crossings near Enceladus, which indicates
significant electron attachment to dust particles (see also Farrell
et al., 2009). Derived dust distributions are consistent with the
measured difference (Yaroshenko et al., 2009). Furthermore, the
detection of two ion populations with different drift speeds can
explain the apparent inconsistency between CAPS and RPWS LP
ion drift measurements (Wahlund et al., 2005; Jacobsen et al.,
2009).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the RPWS
measurement techniques used are described. In Section 3 the dn/n
interferometer results are presented from two flybys of the
plasma disk. In Section 4 the plasma conditions for the two flybys
are presented using the LP and plasma wave data. In Section 5 the
LP and plasma wave data from an Enceladus pass is presented.
Discussion and conclusions are presented in Sections 6 and 7,
respectively.
2. RPWS experiment methods

2.1. Electron number density from upper hybrid emissions

A full description of the RPWS instruments can be found in
Gurnett et al. (2004). The RPWS investigation employs several
different methods to estimate the electron number density (ne).
One method makes use of the upper hybrid emission line which
peaks in electric spectra at the frequency fUH ¼ Ofge

2 +fpe
2 , where fge

is the electron gyro-frequency and fpe is the electron plasma
frequency. Knowing the magnetic field strength gives ne. For most
of the measurements in the inner plasma disk of Saturn, fge

2
5fpe

2 .
Another method makes use of LP voltage sweeps as described
below.
2.2. Langmuir probe (LP) voltage sweeps

The spherical 5 cm diameter LP sensor is situated 1.5 m from
the Cassini spacecraft main body. It samples the total electrical
current from the plasma by making 512 points voltage sweeps
(732 V) usually every 10 min (each 24 s during targeted flybys).
This method gives estimates of several thermal plasma para-
meters of importance for characterizing the properties of the
inner magnetosphere of Saturn (Wahlund et al., 2005), of which
the electron and ion number densities (ne and ni), electron
temperature (Te) and ion drift speed (vi) are relevant for this
study. The voltage sweep also gives estimates of the spacecraft
potential (USC), which is calculated from the spacecraft potential
measured at the probe (U1 or floating potential) according to (USC-
U1) ¼ c � exp(�dLP/lD), where dLP ¼ 1.5 m is the distance of the
probe to the spacecraft main body surface, lD the Debye length of
the surrounding plasma and cE5/6 is a constant.

The electron parameter results are based on a three-electron
component theoretical fit to the LP voltage sweeps (e.g., Mott-
Smith and Langmuir, 1926; Medicus, 1962; Whipple, 1965; Hoegy
and Brace, 1999). One electron component corresponds to the
spacecraft photoelectrons (of no interest here), while the others
give the values of the core magnetospheric electron populations. It
is therefore most often possible to correct for the photoelectron
contamination from the spacecraft. The electron current to the
probe in Orbit Motion Limited (OML) approximation for one
electron population, for positive voltages, can be written as

Ie ¼ Ie0ð1� weÞ
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where

Ie0 ¼ ALPneqe

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBTe

2pme

s

is the random current, ALP is the probe area, and

we ¼
qeðUbias þ U1Þ

kBTe

where Ubias is the applied bias voltage and U1 is the floating
potential (in case of spacecraft photoelectrons), or the character-
istic potential of the electron population in the plasma (in case of
ambient plasma electrons). For negative voltages, (Ubias+U1)o0 the
electron temperature is estimated from the exponential part as

Ie ¼ Ie0 expð�weÞ

Fig. 1 shows an example of a voltage sweep from orbit 26 with a
superimposed theoretical fit (red line). Here the same data is
represented in linear (panel a), logarithmic (panel b) and the
derivative (dI/dU, panel c).

The negative voltage part gives information on ion drift speed
(e.g., Fahleson et al., 1974), ion number density, average ion mass
and integrated solar EUV intensity (photoelectrons emitted from
the probe). The ion contribution to the current is given by

Ii ¼ Ii0ð1� wiÞ

where the random current

Ii0 � �ALPniqi
jvij

4

and

wi �
qiðUbias þ U1Þ

miv
2
i =2e

are assumed to be dominated by the ion ram flux to the probe. A
possible finite thermal component (kBTi) in the inner magnetospheric
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Fig. 1. Current-voltage characteristics of a bias voltage sweep from Rev26. The same dat

(panel c). Three electron populations (green lines) were used in this particular fit. Th

dashed) is added to the total theoretical current (red line), which fits the RPWS LP dat
plasma will have the effect of decreasing the derived ion drift speed
in the analysis, since it gives an additional current contribution.
The photoelectron current emitted from the probe is a constant
for negative voltages (Iph,0) and is, like the ion current, exponenti-
ally decreasing for positive voltages (Ubias+U1) 40 as (Grard,
1973)

Iph ¼ Iph;0 1þ
eðUbias þ U1Þ

kBTph

� �
exp �

eðUbias þ U1Þ

kBTph

� �

Error ranges depend on sweep signal strength and type of
parameter estimated. The electron number density and spacecraft
floating potential estimates have inherent errors below 10% in the
plasma disk regions presented here. Systematic errors of the electron
number density may be larger since it is difficult to identify a possible
hot (410 eV) electron component in the sweeps. Furthermore, the
possible effects of current contributions from impacts of energetic
radiation belt particles and associated secondary electrons (Eriksson
and Wahlund, 2006) are not included in the analysis, as such
anomalously enhanced probe currents have so far only been detected
in the region 6–15 RS.
2.3. dn/n interferometer

The RPWS experiment facilitates interferometry of plasma
density inhomogeneities (dn/n) with the use of two 10 m antenna
elements (denoted ‘‘Eneg’’ and ‘‘Epos’’) and the spherical LP
sensor, by sampling the waveform of the electric current from
these sensors. For this purpose we make use of a three channel-
WFR (waveform) receiver that is sampling at 7000 samples/s. The
speed of inhomogeneities in the plasma for different scale sizes
(frequencies) can be estimated by measuring the time difference
(phase) for dn/n signals to travel between the three displaced
sensors. The observed phase of a wave signal with wave vector k
23   23:39:59.814 – 23:40:0.325 UT

-30-20-100
Ubias

a are displayed in linear (panel a), absolute logarithmic (panel b) and the derivative

e ion current (red, dashed-dot) and photoelectron current from the probe (black

a (blue dots) very well.
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can generally be written as

j ¼ k � dþ np

where the distance vector between two dn/n sensors is d. The
phase dispersion is then

@j
@o ¼

@

@o ½k � dþ np� ) @o
@k
¼ ðk̂ � d̂Þd

@j
@o

� ��1

The signal will be Doppler shifted according to

o ¼ o0 þ k � vs

where o0 is the rest frequency and vs ¼ (vSC-vplasma) is the relative
velocity vector between the spacecraft and the plasma. This gives
another expression for the frequency dispersion

@o
@k
¼
@o0

@k
þ ðk̂ � v̂sÞvs

Equating these two expressions for the frequency dispersion
gives the general equation for dn/n interferometry between two
sensors

@o0

@k
þ ðk̂ � v̂sÞvs ¼ ðk̂ � d̂Þd

@j
@o

� ��1

Here the first term on the left-hand side is the group velocity of
plasma waves ( ¼ 0 for plasma irregularities), and the second term
becomes vs for spatial plasma inhomogeneities. Knowing the
geometry of the problem (the angle, ysd, between the relative
spacecraft velocity vector and the distance vector between the
probes) therefore gives a possibility to estimate the speed of the
plasma density inhomogeneities as

vs ¼ cos ysdd
2pDf

Dj½rad�

� �

from a phase-frequency relationship, where the frequency gives
the scale size of the plasma inhomogeneities in question. This
method has been used successfully on several spacecraft missions
around Earth (e.g., Kelley and Mozer, 1972; Temerin, 1978;
Holmgren and Kintner, 1990; Bonnell et al., 1996; Wahlund et
al., 1998), and on Cassini it has so far been carried out a few times
in the plasma disk and near Titan.
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Fig. 3. Power spectral density (PSD) of the long Eneg RPWS antenna (panel a)

during the dn/n interferometer run on Rev17, together with the coherence (panel b)

and phase (panel c) between the Eneg and Epos antenna. A coherent broadband

signal can be detected below about 400 Hz. A Chorus can also be detected near

1 kHz.
3. Interferometer and WFR results

We present here two short periods of RPWS interferometer
experiments carried out in the plasma disk during orbits 17 and
26. Both occurred just outside the orbit of Enceladus (E4 RS) at
distances between 4.2 and 5.0 RS, and near the Kronian equatorial
plane (0.2–0.31 LAT and 3.6–9.61 LAT, respectively). During the
chosen time intervals, the spacecraft was oriented so that the two
long RPWS antenna and the LP were aligned in the ideal co-
rotation ram direction (Fig. 2).

For the interferometer event during orbit 17 (Figs. 3–5) one can
identify a coherent broadband signal below approximately
400 Hz, where the power spectral density peaks at the lowest
measured frequencies (Fig. 3, panels a and b). There is also a signal
around 1 kHz, which is identified as electromagnetic Chorus
emissions. Note that the measurements with long 10 m antenna
depend on the 1/RC coupling to the plasma (Eriksson and
Boström, 1995; Kellog et al., 2009), and for this case sampling
below 500 Hz pertains to a dn/n response, while above 500 Hz the
long antenna instead samples the electric field (dE) component.
This is confirmed by the behaviour of the phase response above
this frequency for the two long antenna interferometer
component (Fig. 4, panel a), where the Chorus emissions attain
the expected antenna phase difference of 1201 in the frequency
interval 700–1600 Hz in accordance with the long antenna
geometry. Furthermore, the small 5 cm diameter LP detects only
the low frequency broadband emissions, as it is only affected by a
dn/n signal in this plasma environment and therefore do not
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detect the Chorus emissions (not shown). There is also a low-pass
filter applied to the sampling (Fig. 4, panel a), and expectedly
there is only incoherent white noise detected above about
2800 Hz.

The phase displayed in Fig. 4 is constructed by making 1024
points Hanning windowed Fourier transforms, and doing an
average of 16 such transforms, thus gaining 13 such averages for
the period of interferometry (October 30, 2005, 00:30–02:00 UT).
It is clear from Fig. 4 (panel b) that two frequency intervals with
different dj/df characteristics exist. One below 200 Hz has an
average of dj/dfE751/kHz for d ¼ 8.7 m, but can be allowed to
vary between 0.00221 and 0.1121/Hz according to the data
uncertainty. This phase response corresponds to speeds of
inhomogeneities relative to the spacecraft between 28 and
140 km/s� cosysd, with an average of 42 km/s� cosysd, and is
therefore consistent with a co-rotating plasma of about 35 km/s
relative to the spacecraft, since ysdE0.

The second frequency interval between 200 and 500 Hz is
characterised by much steeper gradients, dj/dfE2.0–4.01/Hz,
which correspond to speeds relative to the spacecraft of
0.8–1.6 km/s� cos ysd. The measured speed of these slower
inhomogeneities in the plasma is in the opposite direction
compared to the co-rotating flow as measured in the spacecraft
frame of reference. However, this is an average result and when
studying the phase response for shorter time periods, this slower
population varies between 76 km/s� cos ysd and around 0, and
depends strongly on frequency (scale size). The slower population
is consistent with a near Keplerian motion around Saturn, which
is close to the spacecraft azimuthal speed component.

In Fig. 5 the coherence and phase of each sensor-pair are
presented for the first part of the interferometer period during
orbit 17. These data are Hanning windowed 512 points Fourier
transforms, 50% overlap and 36 averages. The coherence is often
below 0.1 above 300 Hz in the dn/n region (below 500 Hz). Even
so, it is clear that a slow component exists between the three
possible sensor pairs with inferred speeds between 3 and 6 km/s.
The interferometry between the LP and the long Epos antenna is
most often completely incoherent, and this may be due to the fact
that these sensors are situated on the opposite side of the
spacecraft and that the moving inhomogeneities possibly become
disturbed by the spacecraft. This is the case if the slower
inhomogeneities are associated with heavy dust grains that ram
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the spacecraft and therefore disappear before hitting the second
sensor.

The WFR interferometer measurements for the event during
orbit 26 (Figs. 6 and 7) show similar characteristics as the event
during orbit 17, but the signal is weaker and no Chorus emissions
appear. Again there exists a coherent low frequency broadband
signal below a few 100 Hz (Fig. 6, panels a and b). The phase
response (Fig. 7, panel b) of the dn/n signal below 500 Hz again
shows two different characteristics. The speed for the faster
component (o200 Hz) can in this case not be resolved, and has to
be larger than a minimum estimate of 35 km/s� cosysd, while the
slower component is fluctuating on the average around 071.5 km/
s� cos ysd.
4. Langmuir probe thermal plasma results

The RPWS derived thermal plasma parameters during the
interferometer events described above are presented in Figs. 8
(orbit 17) and 9 (orbit 26). Calibrated raw sweep data are
displayed in panel a, where electron sampling occurs for
positive bias potentials and ion sampling or photoelectron
emission from the probe occurs for negative bias potentials. The
electron number density (panel b) is derived either from the
upper hybrid emissions (black line) or the LP sweeps (blue dots)
and is 60–70 cm�3 during the event on orbit 17, and significantly
lower, 15–40 cm�3, during the event on orbit 26, which explains
the lower interferometry signal strength on orbit 26. The electron
temperatures (panel c, cyan) are estimated to be 4 eV (orbit 17)
and 2–5 eV (orbit 26). Note, though, that it is possible to identify a
hotter electron component (green stars) at times, and this could
be due to an anisotropic electron population with a tempera-
ture ratio of 2–2.5 (see also Gustafsson and Wahlund, 2009).
Unfortunately, the spherical LP cannot differ between tempera-
ture characteristics perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic
field. The corresponding Debye lengths during the interferometer
events are therefore lDE1.8–1.9 m (orbit 17) and 1.7–4.3 m (orbit
26), and if a temperature anisotropy exists these values shall be
increased by a factor 1.2–1.3. The Debye lengths during the two
events are therefore in the range 2–5 m.

The spacecraft potential (blue) is shown in panel d in Figs. 8
and 9, and its estimation is based on the lower electron
temperature in panel c. The spacecraft potential is �6 to �8 V
(orbit 17) and �10 to �4 V (orbit 26). Dust grains in this region
should be charged to similar potentials, and even though they
consist of significantly different materials, they are exposed to the
same charging mechanisms as the Cassini spacecraft. As the
Debye length is not much smaller than the spacecraft dimensions,
the magnitude of the spacecraft potential should only be slightly
larger than the dust potential magnitude. The charge of the dust in
the E-ring has also been measured by the dust experiment (CDA)
(Kempf et al., 2006) to be a few volts negative during Saturn orbit
injection (orbit 0), supporting the procedure of using the USC as an
approximate proxy for dust grain charge. The charging of grains
larger than about 100 nm is size independent (e.g., Horányi, 1996),
and variations of grain potential is either due to grain material
(unlikely since most E-ring grains consist of water ice), or due to
fluctuations in plasma properties (assuming charge equilibrium).
The number of excess electrons on a 4100 nm grain is about
700 V�1 (see e.g., Horányi et al., 2004). For smaller dust particles,
the charging is size dependent. The average charge on each dust
grain can be approximated by 700e� rd[mm]�USCE200–7000 eC
during the interferometry events.
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Fig. 8. Summary plot of the Langmuir probe data around the dn/n interferometer event during Rev17, 00:30–02:00 UT. Raw sweep data (panel a) showing the electron

sampling (positive bias) and ion sampling (negative bias), and the electron density (panel b) derived from LP (blue dots) and Fuh emissions (black line) agree. An occasional

hotter electron component (green stars, panel c) can be identified. The ion drift speed (red, panel e) falls between the co-rotation (cyan) and Keplerian (cyan dashed) speeds

in the spacecraft reference frame. The spacecraft speed in the rest frame (green) is shown for comparison.
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The average ion drift speed (panel e, Figs. 8 and 9) can be
estimated in two ways from LP voltage sweeps. A parametric fit to
the sweep data estimates the random ion current (Ii0pnivi) and
the gradient at negative voltages ((dI/dU). The ratio

W i ¼ Ii0=ðdI=dUÞ � mivi=2e½eV�

is the ion energy, and by assuming water group ions (18 amu) one
can derive the ion drift speed (vi, red in panel e). The other
method makes use of the fact that the random ion current is
directly proportional to the ion ram flux (Ii0pnivi), and by
assuming ni ¼ ne, gives the ion drift speed (black dots). The first
method is more accurate measurement-wise and does not include
errors from the electron component. It is also less sensitive to
errors induced by secondary electrons from energetic particle or
dust impacts, since it depends on OIi0 (from equation above).
During the orbit 17 event, there are significantly enhanced
currents for negative voltages (not shown), which are most
probably due to substantial dust impacts on the LP sensor. The
displayed ion drift speeds are therefore overestimated for the
orbit 17 event. The average ion drift speeds are significantly lower
than the co-rotational speed relative to the spacecraft (cyan line)
in both events, but stay above the Keplerian speeds (dashed cyan).

To illustrate the consistency between the ion and electron data
during the orbit 26 event, we included the ion density derived
from the ion random current (ion flux), assuming the spacecraft
speed (green dots, panel b in Fig. 9). Only a small deviation
(of unknown nature) can be seen near 23:30 UT. The small LP
derived electron density mismatch near 22:20 UT is due to a
photoelectron contribution from the spacecraft that was difficult
to compensate for. The agreement with upper hybrid derived
densities is otherwise very good.
5. The E-ring plane crossing during the Enceladus E02 encounter

Fig. 10 displays the RPWS thermal plasma characteristics
during the E02 Enceladus encounter on July 14, 2005. Here
the sweep analysis clearly identifies two electron temperatures
(panel c) with Te1/Te2E2.0–2.5, and TeE1.5–5.5 eV. These are
either due to a electron temperature anisotropy parallel and
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Fig. 9. Same as in Fig. 8. Summary plot of the Langmuir probe data around the dn/n interferometer event during Rev26, 22:10–00:00 UT. See text for further description. The

green dots in panel b are the estimated ion density assuming the ions hit the probe with the spacecraft speed. The black dots in panel e correspond to a drift speed

estimated solely from the dc-level (random current) of the sweep voltage-current characteristics, and agree well with the gradient derived average ion drift speed (red dots,

panel e). See text for further description.
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perpendicular to the Kronian magnetic field, or possibly from
two different electron populations. There is a distinct decrease in
the electron temperature at the ring plane crossing just before
closest approach (C/A) of Enceladus at 19:52:30 UT. The electron
density derived from the upper hybrid emissions (black line,
panel b, and Fig. 11) are difficult to account for during the period
near closest approach due to the large amounts of E-ring dust
impacts on the electric antenna sensors. These dust impacts are
detected as a broadband noise up to large frequencies roughly
between 19:33 and 20:10 UT and is very pronounced near the
E-ring plane crossing at 19:53 UT (Fig. 11) (see also e.g., Kurth
et al., 2006). The electron densities derived from LP voltage
sweeps (blue dots in Fig. 10) give a better account here, and a
clear decrease in ne to E30–40 cm�3 can be detected near the
ring plane crossing, while the surrounding electron densities
are 60–70 cm�3. The continuous 20 Hz density data, i.e., the
electron current sampled at a constant bias voltage of +10 V, is
added in panel b, Fig. 10 (cyan). The sampled 20 Hz current is
proportional to

ne

ffiffiffiffiffi
Te

p
1þ

1

Te
USC þ Ubiasð Þ

� �

and can therefore also be affected by the electron temperature
and spacecraft potential, which is the reason why a perfect one-to-
one relationship to the sweep derived electron density is not seen
in Fig. 10, panel b. Nevertheless, it enforces the fact that the
electron density decreases by a factor 2 near the ring plane
crossing. Debye lengths vary between 1.0 and 1.5 m during the
event. The spacecraft potential varies between �2 and �3 V (panel
d, Fig. 10), and the average ion drift speeds derived from LP sweeps
(red and black in panel e, Fig. 10) are significantly lower than the
Saturn co-rotation speed in the spacecraft reference system
(cyan).

It is informative to compare with the ion density (ni, red dots
in panel b, Fig. 10) derived from the ion random current (ion
ram flux) and using the derived ion drift speed in panel e. During
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Fig. 10. Same as in Fig. 8. Data were taken during the Enceladus E02 encounter. Note the difference in ion (red) and electron (blue & black & cyan) densities (panel b).

Average ion drift speeds (red & black) are again below the nominal co-rotation speed (cyan, panel e).
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the time interval 19:45–20:05 UT, the ion density is signifi-
cantly larger than the electron density. This is often
observed during other ring plane crossings near Enceladus
orbit (see also Farrell et al., 2009; Yaroshenko et al., 2009). The
neani region corresponds rather well with the region of
enhanced dust levels as detected by the long RPWS antenna
(Fig. 11), as well as the dust counter experiment (CDA; S. Kempf,
private communication). The assumptions behind the derived ion
density are
�
 The average ion mass is close to 18 amu.

�
 The ion random flux is not affected by large fluxes of secondary

electrons from energetic particles or dust impacts.

�
 The photoelectron current has been accurately compensated

for.
We are certain that the first and third assumptions are valid,
while secondary electrons from dust impacts on the LP sensor (or
a direct charged dust current to the LP sensor) is more difficult to
account for. However, the derived ion drift speeds from the
measured ion random flux (black, panel e, Fig. 10) compare very
well with those derived from the ion current gradient (red), which
indicate that the secondary electrons levels cannot be very large
during this particular event. The difference, Dn ¼ (ni-ne)E40–60
cm�3, between the number densities of free electrons and ions are
also in agreement with model calculations of charging levels and
dust distributions during this and other events (Yaroshenko et al.,
2009). We can here make an order-of-magnitude estimate of the
mean charge levels of dust particles. Larger mm-sized particles
should have charging levels close to 1500–2000 e C according to
the estimated spacecraft potential for the event. Considering that
smaller grains down to 10–100 nm can only carry a fraction of this
charge, the total charged dust number densities for this event
should be of the order 0.01–0.1 cm�3 when using a rd

�m size
distribution of dust with mE4–5 (e.g., Kempf et al., 2008). Further
corrections to this order-of-magnitude estimate may occur, since
it does not, for instance, take into account a possible enhancement
of emitted secondary electrons from small grains (Chow et al.,
1993; and references therein).
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6. Discussion

6.1. Nature of measured density inhomogeneities

The measured density inhomogeneities (dn/n) by the inter-
ferometer experiment revealed two frequency regions with
different phase response characteristics, one region below
200 Hz that was consistent with a co-rotating plasma, and one
region in the 200–400 Hz interval that was consistent with a
plasma close to the spacecraft speed (7a few km/s), i.e.,
consistent with a near Keplerian (gravitational) speed around
Saturn. At these low frequencies the inhomogeneities have to be
connected to the ion dynamics and therefore could follow (or be
close to) the ion acoustic dispersion for water group ions (see e.g.,
Wahlund et al., 1998). In the one-dimensional case for one ion
species-electron plasma (assuming isotropic Maxwellian distribu-
tions, small amplitude waves, vth,i5|o/k|5vth,e, and opibOi), the
ion acoustic dispersion looks like

o ¼
kopi

kDeð1þ k2=k2
DeÞ1=2

1

2
þ

1

2
ð1þ bÞ1=2

� �1=2

where

b ¼ 12
T i

Te
1þ

k2

k2
De

 !

We have plotted this dispersion for a Te/Ti ¼ 2, Te ¼ 4 eV, and
ne ¼ 70 cm�3 plasma in Fig. 12. Scale sizes (wavelengths) for a
water group dominated plasma in the frequency range
200–450 Hz would be between lD and 4.5 m, while those below
200 Hz would have larger scale sizes (wavelength). It is important,
though, that the observed inhomogeneities (fluctuations) can be
interpreted as spatial structures in the ion plasma instead of
propagating ion acoustic waves (which require Te4Ti) or possibly
dust-ion acoustic waves (Shukla and Silin, 1992). However, the
data do not mutually exclude one or the other explanation. The
interferometer data (assuming spatial structures) would be
consistent with scale sizes (sinhom ¼ vinhom cos ysd/f) of at most a
few meters for the slow 200–400 Hz data, while the fast co-
rotating inhomogeneities below 200 Hz are consistent with scale
sizes larger than 100 m. The slow Keplerian inhomogeneities
are therefore of the same order or smaller than the plasma
Debye length. We interpret the slow inhomogeneities as
associated with charged dust drifting close to the gravitational
speed around Saturn, and could be related to, e.g., dust wakes
generated by the charged dust in a drifting plasma (Winske et al.,
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Fig. 14. Results presented here give observational evidence for that two ion

populations with different drift speeds rotate around Saturn in the dusty plasma

disk surrounding the E-ring. This may give rise to a current system that connects to

Saturn’s polar ionospheric regions, and possibly contribute to the release of plasma

near the plasma disk edge near 8 RS under the action of the centrifugal force.
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2000). The faster inhomogeneities can be regarded as spatial
inhomogeneities or (dust-) ion acoustic waves following the co-
rotation of Saturn.

6.2. Ion temperature

The observed ion drift speeds (10–20 km/s) can be used to put
an upper limit on the ion temperatures (Ti), since the ion random
current is more fully written as

Ii0 � �ALPniqi

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

i

16
þ

eT i½eV �

2pmi

s

If the whole ion random current, except a gravitational speed
contribution of 5 km/s, was due to the thermal contribution (the
second term on the right-hand side), this would require Tio1–8
eV. The dominant (average) ion population at distances of 4–5 RS

is therefore inferred to be rather cold and the presented LP derived
ion drift speeds must be regarded as over-estimations.

6.3. A dusty plasma

The Debye lengths vary between 1 and 5 m during the
presented events. Dust number densities are certainly larger than
those 0.1 m�3 measured by RPWS and CDA (for 41mm-sized dust,
e.g., Kempf et al., 2008), considering the steep power law dust size
distributions detected. In the case of the presented Enceladus E02
event, dust densities may even reach 0.01 cm�3. The situation in
the near equatorial plasma disk surrounding the E-ring is
therefore such that several charged dust particles exist within a
Debye cube, which can then be called a collective dust-plasma
ensemble. Newly created ions from e.g., photo-ionization would
initially have a small energy, consistent with o1–8 eV estimations
presented here, before being picked-up by the co-rotational
electric field. The gyro-radius of water group ions in the presented
events vary between 500 and 2000 m, which means that newly
created water group ions may collectively interact (or collide
electro-statically) with charged dust before completing a gyro-
motion. The low energy ions can become scattered or trapped in
the potential wells of the charged dust particles (since |USC|XTi,
and USC/lD�1 V/m bErot�0.01 V/m), and gyro-motion pick-up by a
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Fig. 13. Cartoon describing the physical picture as interpreted from the RPWS

measurements. Ionized electron-ion pairs start with low energies, become trapped

to a large degree by the steep potential gradients near the charged dust grains.

Eventually, part of the ion population becomes accelerated by the co-rotation

electric field around Saturn, and attain the larger co-rotation energies and can

move more freely through the dusty plasma.
co-rotational electric field will therefore be severely inhibited
(Fig. 13). The dn/n interferometer results presented here also
clearly show two distinct populations, not a smooth transition
from lower to higher speeds that would be expected from
collisions alone. The charged dust particles themselves are
massive and are dominated by the gravitational force from
Saturn. Likewise, the electron motion will be affected (repelled)
by the negatively charged dust particles since |USC|XTe and
rgeE3–10 m. Eventually, the co-rotation electric field will
accelerate some ions to co-rotation speed, which then become
energised and not very much affected by the negative dust
potentials since |USC|oTi,corot.

The concluding cartoons of the physical situation that can
explain all the RPWS observations presented here are displayed in
Figs. 13 and 14. Fig. 14 shows the E-ring plasma disk region of
negatively charged dust particles. The LP derived spacecraft
potentials become positive outside 6–8 RS, and the dust
population is expected to lose its trapped ions at this distance
from Saturn. A plasma disk outflow to the outer magnetosphere
by the centrifugal force would therefore arise and is observed
(e.g., Persoon et al., 2005; Morooka et al., 2009).
7. Conclusions

We have presented Cassini RPWS observations that reveal
collective dust-plasma interactions such that rd5dg5lD within
the plasma disk close to the E-ring of Saturn. The negatively
charged dust number densities at times even becomes large
enough to cause ni4ne (the number density of free electrons).
Two different types of ion populations with associated dn/n
characteristics (inhomogeneities) are detected. One is co-moving
with negatively charged dust particles near Keplerian speed
around Saturn, and the other has been picked-up and energised
above the dust potentials by the co-rotation electric field and
move with the co-rotation speed around Saturn. This would be
expected to generate current systems that flow azimuthally in the
plasma disk and connect to the polar ionosphere of Saturn, and
would also be expected to contribute to the generation of a
centrifugally driven outflow of plasma to the magnetosphere
outside about 6–8 RS, where the dust potentials become positive.
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